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 פרשת משפטים 
This adaptation is dedicated in honor of: 

my dear wife, Devorah and 

our dear daughter, Chaviva. 

 ולרפואה שלימה: העניא בת פריידל
 

 

 

  

  )א, כא( "אלה המשפטים אשר תשים לפניהםו"
“And these are the ordinances that you 

shall place before them.” 
 

R’ Eliezer said: If there is judgment below- there 

is no judgment above.  But, if there is no 

judgment below – there is judgment above.  How 

so?  If the Jewish people judge themselves in this 

world – the Heavenly court has no need to judge 

them.  Therefore, HKB"H says: guard my 

precepts so as not to cause Me to judge you in 

Heaven.1 

 

 
 תורה של בקר, תורה של ערב

Torah of Morning – Torah of Evening 
 

Just a week ago, in Parshas Yisro, we concluded 

with the monumental event of the Giving of the 

Torah, the greatest and most awesome event 

that ever occurred in world history.  Everything 

was so festive and beautiful, amazing and 

glorious – and this week, in Parshas Mishpatim, it 

is so much less so.  We discuss a Jewish slave, a 

Jewish maidservant, a person who hits his father 

or mother, a person who curses his father or 

mother, a thief, someone who strikes another 

and kills him, etc.  These are disconcerting topics.  

We cannot always be at the exalted moment of 

the Giving of the Torah – that moment is one of 

tremendous light.  Parshas Mishpatim protects us 

from too much light.  We must instill the holy 

Torah into our home life, into our business 

transactions, into our interpersonal 

relationships, into our constant struggles 

with the yetzer hora – into our lives.  That is 

the greatness of Torah – it elevates us level by 

level.  Every Jew experiences epic periods of 
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ascent – but the Torah also stays with us 

when we fall to the lowest places – when we 

find ourselves underneath the mountain. 

 

“The first time that the Jewish people heard the 

technical ordinances from Hashem – it was like 

one who hears thunder on a clear day – like one 

who was walking around Heaven and the gates 

of Heaven open up suddenly beneath him and he 

falls to the deepest depths.  It was like the world 

darkened at high noon.  Nevertheless, this is the 

‘Torah of Man.’ It is the baseness of man: the 

Torah itself testifies about us: that we are 

created to descend to the depths - even after we 

ascended to Heaven.  It is also the greatness of 

man – the Torah escorts him wherever he goes 

and accompanies him in every downfall.  Since 

he once swore an oath of faith to it with all of his 

might – it never abandons him, it digs channels 

of teshuva and correction for him.  Even if he 

casts himself into the depths – it lifts him up. 

 

“Torah of morning and Torah of evening were 

wrapped up together and came down to the 

Jewish people.”2 

 

Just never to give up.  When we are in the 

Torah of evening, we are within a framework – 

there are halachos, there are poskim.  Even when 

we are at the pinnacle of darkness – when 

everything is closed off, dark – precisely there, 
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Hashem is found with us.  In the darkness, in the 

black hole, in the suffering, in the anguish – if we 

do not lose hope, if we raise our heads, if we 

safeguard our emuna – we can receive the 

greatest light.  In these troubling times, when 

we struggle to not lose our bond – Hashem 

takes great pride in us. 

 

Most people spend most of their time lost in a 

black hole.  Why?  Because even when they make 

a bracha, even when they daven – they do not 

really feel Hashem’s Presence.  When we do not 

experience Hashem – we are in a free fall.  

Hashem steps aside and says: “look for Me.”  This 

entire world is one of concealment.  We connect 

to Hashem and then we become confused and we 

forget – and then we connect again.  We do not 

see Hashem, we do not feel Hashem – 

nevertheless, there is still some light.  Hashem is 

hiding there…  When a person is so far from 

Hashem and he turns to Hashem from that 

chasm and screams, “Hashem, what will be with 

me?  Hashem, why have you abandoned me?”  

Hashem immediately descends to him and 

props him back up: “I love you, you are My 

child, despite all of the sins you have 

committed.  He is like a child who runs into the 

street recklessly, without looking – his father 

slaps him.  However, when the child hurts 

himself, even only slightly, his father 

immediately hugs him, kisses him, takes care of 

him, takes him to a first aid station, etc.  Maybe 

later he will reprimand him for his carelessness 

in getting hurt, but now…  But we cannot always 

remain in that situation.  Hashem cannot 

constantly attend to us, caress us, take us by the 

hand – for then we never learn.  We must begin 

to take responsibility for ourselves.  We must 

remember that we are a part of the Divine, we 

are not so bad – we must make a fresh start. 

 

Hashem created the word for us to acknowledge 

Him.  How do we know Hashem?  Not with 

intellect – only with emuna.  So what does He 

do?  He creates empty spaces in which we do not 

see Him – where we need emuna.  Things do not 

go well, everything is so hard, everything is so 

dry, we feel nothing.  But, what is there?  Emuna!  

Emuna is the foundation of creation.  Emuna 

that Hashem orchestrates everything here – 

He is the cause of all causes.  This is the path 

that HKB”H leads us through and we must 

have complete emuna that this is precisely 

what is best for us. 

 

We must never blame anyone – not ourselves 

and not others.  Even when we do not feel 

anything – we proceed and continue to serve.  

We recite blessings once again, we daven 

gain, we try to smile again, even when we 

have no smiles to give.  That is what HKB”H 

wants: this service of Hashem when a person 

does what he must do without feeling 

anything. 

 

In the darkest depths – that is where the 

highest light is hidden. 

 

On Shabbos Nachamu in 1810, a few shorts 

months before he died, Rebbe Nachman felt as if 

his intellect had abandoned him.  He said that all 

of his perception and knowledge left him: “I 

know nothing at all now, literally nothing.”  And 

precisely from that situation, Rebbe Nachman 

chose to declare his everlasting cry that 

resounds to this day: “There is no such thing as 

despair!”  From there, from the depths of the pit, 

from the black hole, he taught us his eternal 

lesson: “Do not despair!”  He taught us that 

despair does not last, even in these types of 

places.  Is there any place in which Hashem 

cannot be found - where we are alone?  NO!  “I 

am with you even there, in the darkest gloom 

that you find yourself mired in, in that place 

in which you do not feel Me at all.  I am with 

you wherever you go.”  We can never separate 

from HKB”H.  Hashem is always with us.  We 

must seek Him – we must find the path to 

connect to Him anew. 

 

A person can participate in the holy gathering 

of the Giving of the Torah, literally be 

elevated to the station of an angel – and, G-d 

forbid, fall to the status of a slave.  A Jewish 

slave – the most degraded position to which a 

Jew can sink.  And the worst slavery is 

enslavement to our evil inclinations and illicit 

desires.  When our human nature and our evil 
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inclination overwhelm us, when it is so difficult 

to contend with them – that is the worst misery a 

person can endure.  Spiritual agony is so much 

more severe than physical pain.  Such a 

person has no inner peace – he is a slave to 

the yetzer hora, who tyrannizes him 

mercilessly.  A person can be a mighty warrior 

and rule over his yetzer hora – but, at that 

moment, with regards to a specific topic, he is 

not in control, he is completely helpless.  Our 

remedy in the war against the yetzer hora is only 

to daven to Hashem.  “Master of the World, 

rescue me from this illicit desire, grant me 

the strength to overcome, allow to taste the 

flavor of holiness so that I may merit to see 

that everything else is secondary and 

tasteless.” 

 

The struggle of life is to coronate the soul over 

the body – to transform the body into the holy of 

holies for Hashem.  “People of holiness shall you 

be to me.”3 

 

At moments of kindness, when we suddenly 

feel Hashem’s Presence and we want to cry, 

we want to pour out words of tefilla before 

Him – we suddenly witness some miracle, 

suddenly feel Hashem within all of our 

troubles – it is such spiritual bliss – that is the 

answer to the evil inclination and illicit 

desires.  All of the darkness in the world 

transforms to light.  A Jew must pray for 

sanctity, desire sanctity, have emuna that 

sanctity is his gateway to HKB”H. 

 

Holiness is also accepting the yoke of Heaven – it 

is holy emuna.  If a person discards the yoke of 

Heaven and places himself above all else – there 

is nothing left to block his yetzer hora.  Even 

devout Jews ask each morning: “Do not bring us 

… into the influence of temptation.”4  This is so 

much truer when a person goes into the 

struggles of life without the power of restraint 

and the protection of emuna and holiness.  

Emuna means that there is a Master of the World 

– we do not decide what is forbidden and what is 
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permissible.  When a person understands and 

accepts this – it gives him strength, it sets 

boundaries. 

 

We need something stronger than ourselves 

because our minds can always find justifications 

for anything.  The strongest weapon we have is 

emuna in the Creator of the World. 

 

The entire way of serving Hashem is by way of 

ups and downs – moments of ascents and 

dveykus on one side and moments of failure and 

downfalls on the other.  There is no one for 

whom everything goes well and according to 

plan.  Everyone goes through what they go 

through – from all directions.  There is no 

respite.  We need only remember that the 

Creator of the World knows exactly what we 

must endure so as to draw close to Him.  He 

knows best what he is doing with us.  It is 

impossible to reach the fruit without going 

through the peel.  “Backward and forwards You 

have restricted me.”5  The soul wants forwards.  

It has had enough backwards – now it wants to 

advance.  But we cannot go forward without 

having gone backwards.  Backwards = doing 

things without feeling anything – and that is the 

most precious toil to HKB”H.  Before any 

advancement there is much backsliding – we feel 

nothing and we nevertheless continue and grind. 

 

A person must take joy in his simple service, 

even if it is dark and he feels nothing.  HKB”H 

wants us to prepare the vessels to receive the 

light that is called “forward” by doing the work 

of “backwards.” 

 

A person - in the midst of all of his troubles, in 

the midst of all of his suffering, confusions and 

most difficult challenges, when he can no longer 

stand his reality – can return to his connection 

with Hashem via some positive thought, some 

giving the benefit of the doubt, some small 

forbearance, nullifying some anger, some 

thought of teshuva.  If we cannot do big things – 

do something small.  Pray that we will be able to 

do more tomorrow. 
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A person must be happy with the little that he 

does and thank Hashem for the privilege.  A 

person sees that he is not actualizing his desires 

and yearnings – so he becomes dejected and he 

despairs.  He does not find joy in the fact that he 

is wearing tzitzis, tefillin, a yarmulke, in learning 

a little – he does not pay attention to these.  Are 

they not commendable? 

 

Rebbe Nachman’s famous teaching called 

“Azamrah” was written for people who are 

dejected and feel like they have no strength, that 

they are not worthwhile.  Rebbe Nachman 

taught: “I will sing to Hashem with the little 

that I have left”6 – with the little good that is 

in me.  We must contemplate the element of 

good, no matter how small.  If we look at the 

good in others we will realize that they are 
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righteous.  We must do that for others – and 

for ourselves.  If we focus on that – we will 

realize that we are capable, that we are 

valuable.  We can make one bracha with 

concentration.  That element can revive us 

and transport us from the Torah of evening to 

the Torah of morning. 

 

There is no Jew who is completely wicked.  

Every Jew, no matter how distant he is, has a 

small, deep aspect that is righteous.  There, 

he wants Hashem. 

 

People sin, fail, ruin – and then, they, or their 

children, return.  All in the merit of that positive 

aspect – that aspect that survives until the end of 

time.  Just as a baby wants its mother – the whole 

world wants Hashem. 

 תפילה
 

Master of the World!  Grant me strong emuna that everything is for the best.  Such trying things occur – disasters, 

tribulations, so much blood is spilled – how is it possible to remain happy and believe that it is all for the best?!  Help me, 

Father, to constantly strengthen my emuna that it is all Your doing and for the best.  Even if I do not understand, help me see 

all of the good that You do for me and say “Thank You,” even for all of the difficulties – help me say “Thank You” over and 

over again until it pierces my heart, until I actually feel that everything is for the best. 

 

Master of the World!  Help me feel the taste of holiness, the taste that those who are incessantly connected to You feel – 

they do not look to the side, they do not say an extra word – and, in every motion that they make, one can see how they are 

connected to You, Father, how they are always with You.  They lack nothing, they never push or try to take anything forcefully 

and, yet, they merit receiving before everyone else, with very little effort.  But, when someone needs them, they abandon 

everything – nothing is more important to them at that moment than the person who came to them for help.  Help me feel 

the pleasantness of holiness, of the one who constantly talks to You, thinks about You, lifts his head to You – all he wants in 

life is: You.  That is our only weapon in the war against the yetzer hora – the war that lasts until our final day. 

 

Master of the World!  Help me remember that, together with Your unlimited compassion, there is also judgment, there are 

also things that are forbidden – things for which we are punished.  Do not allow me to think that because I love You so much, 

Father, and You love me that it okay for me to be lenient, to find justifications for prohibited actions that are against Your 

will.  Help me strengthen my Awe of Heaven and to be embarrassed before You, Father - more than I am before human 

beings – nowadays, the reverse tends to be true.  Help me strengthen my awe to protect me in those moments when I don’t 

quite feel love – when I’m a bit detached and distant from You, Father.  Help me be afraid to do what is forbidden – not to 

allow myself to be lenient.  Help me be a human being – to act with courteousness, to act with dignity, even if no one can see 

me – not to forget, for even one second, that You, Father, always see me. 

 

Have an awesome, uplifting and wonderful Shabbos, 

Dov Elias 
Notice: The foregoing is based on my limited understanding of the Parsha Sheet, Ohr Ha’Emuna, disseminated by Harav Menachem Azolai Shlita and is not a 

complete or exact adaptation of Ohr Ha’Emuna and is not necessarily even a reliable interpretation of the ideas presented therein.  Ohr Ha’Emuna is published 
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